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Canada a Strong Nation of Glory

!

Here in Canada I believe I will share something I have never shared in another nation, I
believe in Canada we are in a great place to enter into the move of God dwelling amongst
you. You can feel a stirring and empowering, and yet the Lord is saying, “Expect the
greater to begin to manifest.”
When I got here today I was able to seek the Lord and one of the things I heard him say
get into a new boldness for this new season, in other words many of you in the past
season have been not backwards, youʼve expected things to happen that never
happened, you have gotten confused on the journey and yet there is anointing here tonight
for a boldness to come upon the people of God in Canada. This boldness is going to do
something that we have not seen happen before. This boldness will come on you when
you least expect it to happen, then all of a sudden there will be a stirring within, and where
you were timid in one moment you are bold in the next moment, because the anointing of
the Lord is stirring within you, and all of a sudden you might be in the grocery store and
the spirit of God speaks to you and says your assignment is in the next aisle, you might be
at work and the spirit of God speak to you and say the guy in next booth or cubby hole the
spirit of God might say I am ready to do a miracle. The spirit of God is coming on us in
unusual ways and doing unusual things. Because of that there a things from your past
season, we are just dealing with the past, but I mean Godly impartations that have gone
down deep in you from the past season that in this season will boldly manifest. In other
words there a certain things you knew God wanted you to see and you never saw those
things happen but now we have entered a season to see. So God in his process is doing
something to bring us into a way of seeing that we have never seen before. Tonight one of
the things I want to do is impart the ability to see into a realm you have not seen into.
Every season biblically has a meaning to it. Last September we entered into a new season,
we are no longer in the same season we were in. Seasons take on 10 year periods, and
each season is meant to develop a new level of testimony within you. So what happened
was we began to cross over into this last year of transition for the testimony and the
interaction with the Lord that he is bringing us into right now, it is very sovereign what he is
doing.
We are in the year 2010 in our Roman calendar but in Hebrew we are in 5770, now there
is the number 70 there. The thing about Hebrew is it is a whole language so you are cable
of hearing and seeing and each number has a meaning to it that liberates you to move
forward into the season ahead. Itʼs not much different than our Calendar, 10 in our
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calendar is part of the season we are in, 10 is linked with testimony. Now what makes it
different in the Hebrew calendar of the number 70, 70 is linked with breaking out of a
captivity that you has held you in the past season so you can move forward into a freedom
you have never experienced before. Now here is another thing about this particular season
the number 70 Ion means I. It means we have entered into a time of new vision. In Hebrew
one word has many meanings but it also means look again at what you didnʼt see happen
in the last season of captivity and watch for it manifest in this season. In other words things
you couldnʼt see manifest and come about what as they manifest. Another issue, it means
vision is coming on you, what that means is you will begin to speak and prophesy in ways
you have never prophesied before.
Here is a word to Canada. The prophetic anointing is very near you. The Lord says I am
going to move from one side, I am going to move from West to East back to the center
portion of this nation and then I say to you, you will see my prophetic mantel begin to fall
and dwell on this nation in a way that all of North America will understand that I am in the
midst of this people. The number 70 also means that you are breaking new ground and a
well is bubbling up. We have entered a season where a new well is now beginning to
bubble. I started sharing this in September to watch for every pattern of wells that comes
before us. And of course all we have seen in the Gulf is a well out of control. I gave a word
that it would be a 100 day ordeal, and I committed myself to stay in prayer and
intercession for the Gulf states and with the Gulf states especially Louisiana and last night
we were able to decree God had ordained meeting after meeting in Louisiana and now
God says “Now I am shifting this season into its next level”, letʼs thank God that the wells
are beginning to make a shift.
What does that mean to you? Why is ʻWellʼ and ʻIʼ the same word in Hebrew? Because
when a well bubbles up it forms an “I” coming out of the earth and all of a sudden Heaven
and Earth connect. This is what I want to say to you based on what I saw tonight and what
I have experienced since being here the short time I have been here. The Lord says “I have
called you to bring forth the next well in this area, there is a well beginning to bubble, but I
say to you that you will begin to take water to many places. This is the beginning of
opening up a drinking hole that has never been drunk from in this particular nation. This will
be a new well and many will come to drink of that well. Watch now for you have got this
well to the surface but now the ground will break open. I will give you the right ground to
establish and cause many to come and drink from. This well has a deep river underneath
this land. Therefore what comes here first will then come forth in every other province of
this nation. You will move as a troop from one province all the way to the other provinces,
now you will begin to journey in Canada in a way you have never journeyed before
because I will begin to move my spring of water and I will cover this land with a new move
of my spirit” sayeth the Lord.
When the heaven begins to open God aligns that opening in the heavens, the earth begins
to bubble up and all of a sudden the connecting factor between heaven and earth is you
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and me. All of a sudden that window in us called conscious aligns with the window in
heaven and that river in us begins to bubble up. Before we leave tonight we are going to
decree that this divine alignment has come over the last ten days. The things that have
come over the last ten days will begin to increase and manifest for the next ten years. That
is why God is having meetings like these; he is not having the same types of meeting he
used to have. He is recalling a people into a place with him so that we begin to
demonstrate his goodness and power.
He then took me up and showed me 153 nations over the next ten years, and the type of
move of God that would come in those nations, and which nations would remain in
covenant with Israel and which nations would reject and move out of covenant with Israel.
Of course knowing from Native history and knowing the first people how they saw this
land. They did not see America and Canada they saw one land. Therefore I could see
clearly into the move of God coming into Canada and how it would connect with what we
call America. Canada became a strong nation of glory in the next ten years. Now hear me
carefully. The move of God and Canada actually became stronger than the move of God in
America. Hear what I am saying, because what that does is call a people into a new realm.
How many of you here are Canadians?
That means God is calling you in to a new realm. Now what the Lord showed me is how
this triumphant reserve would form and what it would look like, where it would be strong
and where it would almost die out and then begin to blaze up. Within every land he began
to show me, not every state had these but every one of the provinces of Canada had
these, and it looked like a fiery castle built with fire. It wasnʼt particularly a church but it was
the gathering of the future. In other words it wouldnʼt be just one church it would be a
place where the glory would begin to immense and would be so vibrant, and so hot, and
so filled with the passion of God that when these people would come into this place, when
they left they would leave 7 times brighter.
I believe God sent me here tonight to mobilize this move of God. I had to wait for the place
to come to make a decree that it is now time for the next move of God to come into
Canada. Some way or another you have been seeking him, you have been looking for him,
you have been waiting for him, and now faith is going to start moving in a way that it is
going to take you into a place you have never been before.
The waters of revival are going to start moving. The reproaches of the past, off of the move
of God in Canada is going to lift- beginning tonight. The Lord says “many have spoken
against the move of God in this region and throughout this nation but there is going to be
such a move that cannot be denied by the skeptics.”
What the Lord showed me was a new movement. It doesnʼt mean everyone in the
movement was new. It meant the movement would come together in a new way.
People like you who have hung out for 10 days seeking the Lord, all of a sudden the
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atmosphere throughout and every place you have prayed is ready for you to go out of here
and speak into the atmosphere and all of a sudden it impregnates the atmosphere with the
Glory. In other words when we send you out tonight, you will have something stirring so in
you that when you speak it, it will send glory seeds spewing throughout this land.
You say “well Canada is a vast barren huge land.” The spirit of God is saying “I am going to
start moving in places that will amaze you.” One of the brightest spots was in the
Northeast portion of Canada where the spirit of God fell Sovereignly like fire down upon the
people. Another major move of God came from Victoria Island.
It is major how the Spirit of God will start moving. Remember God is rising up this
triumphant reserve. Now whatʼs a triumphant reserve people? It is a people filled with such
celebration that when they walk they walk in conquest. In other words youʼre celebrating
so much over who our King is that when you walk into cities or places you are carrying
with you that celebration and it is almost like that place becomes filled with the celebration
you are carrying. A triumphant people are those that know how to out play what the
enemy is doing. In other words you don`t have to fear the enemy going into this season.
God is not telling us to back up from the enemy one moment he is telling us to start
worshiping press in to any place that appears dark and watch it light up. We are not in a
season where we have to be yelling at the enemy, we are in a season where we must be
carrying the glory. When you go in the enemy backs off. Now a triumphant people know
how to play a trump card on the enemy`s plan. That means we are becoming wise like we
have ever been wise before. People are going to speak and have the ability to change the
course of things.
He says “Donʼt just look for what you think you are supposed to be looking for, watch me
sovereignly intervene and start moving in new ways. Watch me move on those things you
have been asking me about and I say to you look again and watch me take you beyond
the last season of faith that you were held in. You know what that says to us? Canada has
had moves of God but those moves of God have never come into the fullness of Godʼs
plan. People like Paul Keith Davis have looked at the moves of God kept encouraging
people saying “This is what was going on, donʼt lose sight of it”. Some of you have gotten
in on the moves of God. All of sudden the Lord says “Wait a minute I am crossing it all over
into a whole new type of manifestation. Where there have been moves, I am now going to
move in a new way, and you are going to go beyond where you have ever been before.”
Seeds of Joy that were deep down in you the Lord says “They going to start getting
unlocked in a new way.” Now say “The seeds are beginning to move and beginning to
come up and move forth in a whole new way.” Father we lose now a move of covenant joy
all through Canada. Father we decree right now that covenants that have been broken will
start being restored in unusual ways. Father we command joy robbers to now let go of
Godʼs people. Father we listen now for the reports of Joy breaking out in the middle of the
night all over Canada.
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Here is the next thing I feel the spirit of God is saying. “I am going to take you beyond.”
The Lord says “There have been prophetic bubblings, but the seeing capacity that has
never come into its fullness in the people of God through Canada is now going to be
activated.” The Lord says “From the Quebec area there will be an explosion of vision come
forth.”
Father from this ministry I say this will be known as a place that people will come to
understand vision. Now Father I declare right now that the young ministers in this ministry
will begin to write the vision and make it plain. I declare right now that those 38 and below
will have visions that will cause infirmities to be broken. The Lord says I am going to give
you the capacity and the ability to see where infirmities are dwelling and you will be able to
go to the root of the infirmity and pull it out in Jesus name. Lord we decree tonight that the
next move of healing will sweep across Canada and sweep south into Mexico. Now the
next thing I feel led to take us beyond.
The Lord says there is a sound that will begin to come through the next generation that will
cause that which has been dead to resurrect. The Lord says “I will take the generation of
worshipers that are rising up and in the midst of their worship resurrection power will begin
to be imparted and eye sockets that have grown deaden will come alive. Fallopian tubes
that are infected with disease will be cleansed and come alive to carry forth the new birth.
Kidneys that are on dialysis will come alive and begin to function.” The Lord says “There is
a sound of resurrection coming into the next generation in Canada.”
I hear the Lord saying “You will go beyond the number of salvations that have come in any
move and they will multiply 100 fold.” The Lord says “There is a move of salvation coming
throughout Canada that will be reported through the news wires.”
The Lord says “There are new consolidations of ministries and ministry alignments coming.
Where ministries have been independent in the past they will now start realigning for the
future.” Now Father I say “tonight we activate this beyond any move that has ever been in
this particular nation.”
Now Father I say “the next 10 years when there covenant is tested with Israel Canada will
remain steadfast. Canada will remain faithful and because of their faithfulness with Israel
over these next ten years I say “now the healing of the nations will flow from this nation,”
sayeth the Lord. From this nation many will be sent throughout the world and everyone
that is sent will have healing in their hands. Lift your hands up. Now Father we ask you
right now, anoint the hands of your remnant reserve that you have brought here together
with a new anointing of healing. Father I decree right now that healing will flow from this
land now out to the nations of this earth. We say let it be tonight a new apostolic mantle
for healing to come upon this nation in Jesus name.
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